Selection criteria towards competent and caring doctors

Introduction

Undergraduate medical education in Sri Lanka began in the 19th Century with the short lived private medical school in Manipay (1848) and the Colombo Medical School (1870). After nearly a century other medical schools were opened and at present there are eight government medical schools. During this 160 years or so many global changes have taken place with regard to the concept of the role of the physician, doctor-patient relationship, primary health care, community-based healthcare, family medicine, mental health, conflict related healthcare, health of the elderly, investigative medicine, information technology and educational theory. These changes provided an impetus for a global change in the philosophy and direction of medical education. Thus the starting material, the student to be put through such a programme of training, has to be pluripotent and has to possess the minimum intellectual capacity, a favourable attitude of mind, and the potential to acquire skills, if they are to be moulded into 'quality' doctors. Several factors bear on the success of producing these quality doctors – one being purposeful student selection.

At present, according to the 2009/2010 University Grants Commission handbook, Sri Lankan medical students are selected on the basis of rank order on average z-scores obtained at the General Certificate of Education - Advance Level (GCE A/L) Examination. Candidates should have obtained at least 'S' Grades in Biology, Physics and Chemistry and at least 30% in the Common General paper. Forty percent of available places are filled in order of z-scores ranked on an all island basis. Fifty five percent of available places are allocated to 25 administrative districts in proportion to the ratio of the total population of the district to the population of the country. Five percent of available places are allocated to 16 educationally disadvantaged districts in proportion to the population ratio as above. It is noteworthy that the university admission policy has changed no less than eight times in the last 40 years [1].

Is this the best possible method of selecting Sri Lankan students for medical studies? Are there selection methods in other countries of proven value which may be applied in Sri Lanka?

The diversity of selection procedures used by institutions the world over testify to the fact that selection to medical schools is yet not a perfect craft. There is a commonality in the qualities that diverse selection procedures attempt to identify and assess, the main ones being – high cognitive ability, motivation and dedication to study, communication skills, attitudes, skill in practical procedures, critical thinking, team working, leadership, non academic interests, and knowledge of current medical matters.
Underpinnings of a selection process

The prime attribute of a selection process is its predictive validity; i.e. has the selection process been able to predict the future performance of the applicants accurately? Predictive validity has been evaluated by comparing two categories of variables: 'predictors' and 'predicted'. 'Predictors' are the tests that an applicant takes prior to selection. The 'predicted' are the subsequent tests that the selected applicants take in the medical school and beyond. The commonest 'predictors' are the school leaving examinations such as GCE A/L, Grade Point Average (GPA), aptitude tests, interview and its newer variant – the Multiple Mini Interview (MMI), and tests for psychological characteristics such as stress, anxiety and depression.

Unlike the 'predictors', the 'predicted' has received little attention within the selection equation. For example, how effective has the selection process been in relation to performance at pre-clinical examinations, clinical examinations, licensing examinations, and lastly in relation to real life performance of a doctor?

Predictors of success during the medical career

In a systematic review of literature, Ferguson et al found that previous academic performance was a good but not a perfect predictor of achievement during medical training [2]. McManus et al reported a study, which followed through 79,005 18-year olds who entered university between 1997-8, where a clear relation was shown between A/L grades and university outcome [3]. There are other similar studies [4,5]. Sri Lankan authors were not so conclusive. However, de Silva et al concluded that obtaining an aggregate of 280 or above of a possible 400 at the A/L was the only independent predictor of success in all outcome measures [6]. Rajapaksa commented that this study lacked information on some important predictors such as proficiency in English language, and the number of attempts at the A/L examination [7]. In a subsequent study by de Silva et al found that less than three A/L examination attempts was a strong predictor of success [8].

Aptitude tests are defined as assessments "designed to measure intellectual capabilities for thinking and reasoning, particularly logical and analytical reasoning abilities" [9]. This said, these tests have been used recently to assess not only intellectual abilities, but also attitudes; e.g. United Kingdom Aptitude Test (UKAT). Aptitude tests have gained in popularity in the past decade due to the apparent ineffectiveness of the end of secondary school national examinations (e.g. A/L) to discriminate between candidates and to assess the attributes such as reasoning skills that are essential to study and practice of medicine.

The literature indicates that aptitude tests such as the Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) in the USA are a reliable predictor of future professional achievement in health and allied health sciences [10,11]. Aptitude tests on their own, however, may not be a suitable criterion for selection [3,5]. The best results may be achieved if aptitude test results are used in combination with other information available for the selectors [12].

Although there is limited evidence in Sri Lanka that A/L results predict the student ability throughout their undergraduate medical course [13], the evidence world over suggests that tests of prior cognitive ability (e.g. A/L, MCAT, GPA) predict only the first few years in the medical school [14]. This finding can be explained by the fact that during the initial years the content learned and tested in medical school is similar to the content tested at A/Ls and aptitude tests. However, as the medical student progresses towards the latter years where the clinical and practical components override the theoretical component, the tests of attributes other than cognitive ability become important [14].
Can medical student selection be improved in Sri Lanka?

On the basis of what has been described above, how may Sri Lankan students be best selected for medicine?

Tests of cognitive abilities

It is clear that previous academic performance should be a major determinant, at least to predict the achievement of theoretical knowledge. Thus, the average z-score should be an important component of the selection process. The current minimum requirement of three passes (S) at the A/L seems inadequate and unrealistic, and should be reviewed. In the last five years, no student had been selected for medicine with only three passes at the A/L. They all had higher grades.

In Sri Lanka district quotas have been in existence from 1979. Such affirmative action is common in many countries [18]. As pointed out, in most instances they are intended to be temporary [19], but have been found to be virtually impossible to reverse. Criteria for classing the districts in Sri Lanka as educationally underprivileged are apparently non-existent, and the list has not been reviewed for the last 10 years, leaving Sri Lanka with a system that is grossly discriminatory against high scoring students in many districts [1]. It is strange but true that more than half the Districts in Sri Lanka (16 of 25) are classed as educationally underprivileged. Mendis [1] has shown that the computation of district quotas on the basis of mid year population is seriously flawed. Furthermore, that 80% of places can be granted on the basis of ‘all island merit’ indirectly supports this.

The article by Hewage et al [13] in the current issue shows the English placement test as a good predictor and furthermore agrees with de Silva et al [8] that A/L attempt (not more than two attempts) is a good predictor. It may not be such a debatable issue that students should not be selected for medicine if they had more than two attempts at A/L and that a test of English language should wholly or partially contribute to the z-score. If, however, an English test is to be included in the selection process, it is imperative that standards of English teaching be improved in all parts of the country.

Selection on the basis of aptitude tests is not foreign to the Sri Lankan higher education system. These tests are used for selection to 28 courses or study programmes (UGC handbook). The MCAT for instance assesses verbal reasoning, physical science, biological science and writing sample. Out of these, the verbal reasoning component has been the best predictor [14]. Does the Sri Lankan A/L examination adequately assess reasoning skills? If not, should not reasoning skills be used for selecting medical students in Sri Lanka? We see no impediment in introducing an aptitude test of proven predictive validity to select medical students.

Tests of non-cognitive abilities

In the case of non-cognitive abilities such as psychomotor skills, communication skills, attitudes and professionalism, the MMI and its variants have been useful in assessing the latter three competencies. In the Sri Lankan context, conducting interviews would be fraught with difficulties. For example, interviews would be open to perceived abuse. So, even if educationally sound, we do not recommend interviews for selection. Perhaps to assess non-cognitive abilities one could consider an assessment based on the format of the Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) which involves multiple stations and examiners [20]. Such an OSCE could be administered to the applicants who have been shortlisted by the A/L and other cognitive ability tests. However, we emphasise that such an assessment should be implemented with utmost caution and meticulous planning to counter the possibility of perceived abuse.

Conclusion

In summary, academic performance at the A/L is an important criterion for selection. We strongly recommend that only students who have had not more than two attempts at the A/L are selected and that the minimum required performance at the A/L should be more than three passes. The present selection process could be improved by introducing tests such as aptitude tests that assess abilities that are not being presently considered for selection, and which are of proven utility in the learning and practice of medicine. Serious consideration could be given as to how a minimum standard in English language could be made a requirement for entry into medicine. The criteria for classing a district as educationally underprivileged should be clearly defined and stated, the district quota system and its underpinning rationale reviewed, and the possibility of increasing the ‘all island merit’ quota explored.
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